
The print is at the centre of the collec-
tion, where classic stripes and graphic 
dots play against each other to create 
gorgeous, kaleidoscopic patterns. The 

fabrics are strong yet soft. Heavy wool, 
washed denim and matt leather are 

paired with soft mohair and gauzy silk. 
The colour palette ranges from navy 

and deep red to delicate winter shades 
such as nude and light grey.

“The collection is largely based on Part 
Two’s DNA that mixes masculine with 

feminine – effortless with complete. 
The Part Two woman is not afraid to 

match her boyfriend’s shirt with a heavy 
knit, loose jeans and high heels, and we 
wanted to capture that feeling through-

out the collection. As always the print 
holds a key position with classic geomet-

ric shapes that form new patterns and 
structures. For instance we have a deli-

cious check that on closer examination is 
created by tiny dots.” - Lene Louderbak, 

Design Manager Part Two.

AUTUMN COLLECTION  

Part Two’s Autumn 2015 collection finds inspiration in organic 
and geometric shapes and the balance between masculine and feminine 

silhouettes. Light pleats meet heavy wool structures and create a 
beautiful blend of soft and hard

Another focal point in the collection is 
outerwear, which this season is strong-
er than ever. The styles span from clas-

sic trench coats, sportswear inspired 
down jackets and faux furs with a soft 

finish. The materials include Italian 
wool and cashmere. 

The collection also introduces a small 
denim line with the three popular fit: 
Casual Regular Fit, Slim Skinny Fit 

and Relaxed Loose Fit. The collection, 
which includes a skirt and a clas-

sic denim jacket, is available in three 
different washes that are paired with 

beautiful copper details.   

Part Two’s Autumn collection is the 
essence of timeless, effortless and easy 

to wear pieces. Classics that remain 
a part of your wardrobe and can be 

rediscovered season after season.   


